Laurel Druce, our tech speaker, is an expert in all things having to do with Apple - iPhone, iPad, computer and recently the Watch. She has a long history of working with computers, both personally and in her work, both on PC’s and Apple computers.

But 10 years ago she abandoned PC’s and started working solely with Apple devices.

Laurel formed her own business, Techno Tutor, teaching and helping people with their Apple devices. She at first thought she would only be working with older clients, but soon found she knew more than the young people did too.

Since the pandemic started, instead of her clients coming to her, she now works with and helps them remotely. She has specific software that allows her to see your desktop, your iPhone and iPad. She also uses Zoom and FaceTime, especially with the Watch, so you can show her your device and she can show you hers. She says it’s been so successful that a lot of her clients will probably keep doing that even after the current restrictions are lifted.

After each session with her clients, Laurel sends them a detailed recap of the session, listing what was covered and the steps to do them, so they can practice and review. In addition, she emails everyone a monthly newsletter with Apple news and tips and tricks. Her clients don’t do anything without checking with her first!

**There will be time for Q & A, so submit questions ahead of time to us at Adaptive P.E. if you have them, and you may also submit a written question during the presentation through the Chat link and the moderator will present it.**
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